Party at Home Options from Firebird
We have a Mobile Bar, and we can set it up in a tent if needed:

As well as that, you have the option of going up to our Horsebox bar, which can serve all drinks, not
just beers

Alternatively you can have a simpler option of just hiring a Font for draft lager, and having ale in a
polypin or cask next to it
Hire costs are as follows:
Mobile Bar £75 includes delivery and set up, collection afterwards, and bar gas.
Horsebox £250 includes delivery and set up, collection afterwards, and bar gas.
Font £36 includes bar gas. The font needs a sturdy table. Customer collection is free, or local
delivery and set up is £20
Further useful information:







We can supply bar staff, and we can also supply Firebird pint glasses (or even plastic glasses if you'd
prefer). Staff cost £10 per hour up to midnight, £15 per hour afterwards, and we ask that you pay our
staff directly.
For the Horsebox, we insist only our staff can operate this. The Horsebox has a fridge and an esky box
for ice, and it can serve a wide variety of cask beer, keg beer, wines, spirits, soft drinks and even preagreed cocktails.
All our hire costs presuppose only our beers will be served through the equipment.
All options need a 13 amp electricity supply. This is best provided by you, but we can supply a quiet
generator for a further cost of £50.











Beers and other drinks are supplied at our shop prices, but we will discount depending on how much
you wish to purchase, and we offer sale or return on all bottled products, provided they are returned
in saleable condition. For our bottled beers this means whole, undamaged cases.
We ask a £100 deposit against both the Mobile Bar and Horsebox returnable when the equipment
comes back to us in good condition, and any empty casks are also returned. For the Font the deposit
is £50, again including any casks.
Beer costs vary a little by each beer, but here are a couple of sample ideas:
o Heritage Best Bitter in 72 pint cask - £140, so £1.94 per pint
o Bohemia Pilsner Lager in 30 litre (52 pint) keg - £139.75, so £2.70 per pint
o If you buy 3 casks/kegs then the 4th one is free, so it would take 25% off these prices. Bear in
mind that, by being clever with the use of bottled beer or keg beer as a back up you can
make maximum use of our sale or return policy and minimise any downside. We recommend
you discuss this with us to best manage the cost.
You can put your own drinks into our horsebox bar but we have to charge corkage of £5 per bottle of
wine/champagne and £20 per bottle of spirits. This helps us defray the considerable costs of the
mobile bar.
We work with Taurus Wines from Bramley, and they can supply a wider range of wines and spirits
than us if required. They offer wine glass hire, sale or return and volume discounts as well. Again. We
can agree your requirement and make the necessary arrangements with Taurus, no problem.

You can visit us at the brewery to discuss your requirements and also taste the beer range, or of
course we can help you on the phone (01403 823180, ask for Richard or Bill), or email
hello@firebird.beer

Brewery Hire
You may be interested to know that we also offer our brewery and bar as a venue for hire. Its
proving a popular and really different choice for many and obviously avoids a lot of turmoil at home.
If this is of interest then its definitely worth dropping in to see us.
The brewery is perfect for gatherings from 30 up to 180 guests, although the maximum comes down
if you need a dance floor or a large catering area.

We strongly recommend you come down and check us out so you can see for yourself how it would
work if you are interested. We are open 7 days so you could drop in just about any time.

